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Gap in serial thirty (30) day extension terms for up to an additional six (6) months (such. â€œNISâ€� shall have the meaning set forth in
Section 1.2 (Definitions) of ExhibitÂ .Q: Populate an arraylist in a xaml file from a.cs file in a windows 8 app Hi I have this.cs file called

"GenreSubtitles.cs" that has a list of string arrays called "GenreSubtitles" I have a xaml file called "Mainpage.xaml" that has an array list that I
want to populate from my.cs file. I have done some research, and I have found an example for how to do this in a Windows Phone app, but I

have only been doing this type of app in VS11 for C# apps for a couple years now, so i am a bit lost. I have seen some examples for creating a
call back from the c#.cs file to the xaml file and vice versa, but these examples have been done with Windows Phone apps, but I cannot seem
to make it work for Windows 8 apps. This is what I got so far... public partial class MainPage : PhoneApplicationPage { public List SubtitleList =
new List(); public MainPage() { InitializeComponent(); InitializeList(); } public void InitializeList() { TitleSubtitle.SelectedIndexChanged += new

EventHandler(TitleSubtitle_SelectedIndexChanged); //List genre = new List(); //genres.AddRange(GenreSubtitles);
//SubtitleList.AddRange(genre); //List genre1
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